SPORTS POLICY ON PARTICIPATION IN TOURNAMENTS BY STUDENTS IN VARIOUS SPORTS COMPETITIONS WITHIN & OUTSIDE NCR

1. INTRODUCTION:

The NorthCap University provides a host of opportunities for its students to participate in various sports. It expects a student to pick up at least one sport of his/her choice to develop playing skills, physical fitness, mental robustness, leadership skills and team spirit. NCU also inspires and supports such students as wish to raise the level in particular sports to attain national and international level recognition.

2. CONSIDERATIONS FOR PARTICIPATION

(i) The quality/reputation/honour of the tournament shall be an important determining factor for granting permission for tournament participation.

(ii) The team so selected for participation should have a reasonably good chance of winning the tournament.

(iii) An application on behalf of the team, comprising of the University’s top players, duly signed by each team member must be put up by the team Captain to the Sports Officer, at least a week in advance of the tournament. They would also sign having read and understood the NCU sports policy on “Policy on Participation in Tournaments by Students in Various Sports Competitions within & outside NCR.”

3. PARTICIPATION WITHIN THE NCR

(i) Once participation is approved by the Hon’ble GB after due recommendations of the Chairman/Vice Chairman of Sports Committee, NCU would provide the necessary NOC.

(ii) NCU would provide participation tournament fee when the same is specified in the sports instructions by the conducting university.

(iii) Students would bear their own travel and other expenses including dress. However, an out of pocket expenses of `500/- per day for the entire team comprising of eight members and below and `1000/- per day for the entire team, comprising of nine and above members would be paid to the team.
(iv) 70% class attendance in NCU is mandatory for all students. The balance 30% class absence is for the purpose of allowing students to participate in sports and club activities as also and to meet other unforeseen emergencies. Hence, class attendance for participating in sports will not be separately permissible.

(v) Sports faculty if available and when not essentially committed at the University, will accompany the team.

4. PARTICIPATION OUTSIDE THE NCR

(i) Provide an NOC as necessary, once participation is approved.

(ii) Provide participation tournament fee if specified by the conducting University.

(iii) Students would bear travel, boarding and lodging expenses including dress. However, an out of pocket expenses of up to ` 1000/- per day for the entire team comprising of eight members and below and ` 2000/- per day for the entire team, comprising of nine and above members would be paid to the team.

(iv) Class attendance for participation in sports as explained in paragraph 3 (iv) above will not be separately permissible.

(v) Sports faculty if available and when not essentially committed at the university, will accompany the team.

5. RESPONSIBILITY FOR PERSONAL SAFETY AND SECURITY:

Students will be responsible for their own personal safety, security and injury during the travel, stay and while playing. NCU and / or its any staff and officer bearer will not be held responsible for any mis-happening whatsoever, and liability/consequences arising out of it. An indemnity bond will be signed by the participants before NOC is issued.

6. INTER-UNIVERSITY TOURNAMENTS AT NCU.

As for as possible, no more than two inter-university sports competitions in an academic year be held. These would be decided in a meeting, of HOD’s with VC while finalizing ‘Activity Calendar’ along with Academic Calendar of the year. These should be largely sponsored tournaments and conducted, meticulously.

7. RECOGNITION TO THE WINNERS

NCU will continue to honour its winners of various sports. Their achievements shall find a special place in all our news and publications. The trophies won by them would be appropriately displayed.